OPERATION OF CRANE AT SSR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 In connection with the construction of a new control tower at SSR International airport a tower crane will be erected at a distance of 1615 metres from threshold runway 14 along runway centerline and at a perpendicular distance of 500.5 metres from the runway centerline (see Appendix 1).

2. DETAILS OF THE TOWER CRANE

- position: 202606.99S 0574100.95E
- maximum height: 70 M (119 M AMSL)
- crane marked by day: red checkered flags
- crane lit by night: red lights low intensity type B

3. Effective date

3.1 This AIP Supplement will become effective on 20 September 2018.

4. Cancellation

4.1 This AIP Supplement shall remain effective until completion of the construction of the new control tower.
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